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Contest 19:
Literary Magazine Layout

ASSIGNMENT:

School information:
Van Nuys Senior High School 
6535 Cedros Avenue 
Van Nuys, California 91411 
Literary Magazine: Vanguard

Instructions:
•The size of each page will be 8 1/2 by 11 
inches. Use your available desktop software 
to create your layout.

•Design one double-page layout for the 
literary magazine and save it as a PDF.

•Design your spread using the available 
poetry and art, and any graphics of your own 
construction. You may use any fonts you have 
available. Give proper credits.

•Access available photos and artwork for 
this contest on the JEA website. Download the 
pictures, then crop, size and place them as 
you wish. You may use as much as you would 
like in your page design. 

•Align the entries any way you like.

•DO NOT INCLUDE YOUR NAME OR 
YOUR SCHOOL NAME ON YOUR ENTRY.

•You will be judged only on the layout, but 
judges will want to see how text and art work 
together on the pages to create an impression.

•Write and place the titles directly into the 
layout. Use any style, font and size you deem 
appropriate.

•Remember your work is being evaluated on 
design and layout.

In black-and-white or color, design a double-page layout (one 
spread) for the literary magazine. You are designing Pages 20 and 
21. Identify the layout with page folios.

Use only the poetry provided on the following pages, and do not add 
your own or others’ work. 

Use only artwork or photos available from the jea.org/contests 
website and designated for Contest 19. Do not change the art 
or photos in any way except for sizing, nor the poetry format as 
presented by the writer. Any graphics or artwork included on the 
submission may not be from another publication or from the internet; 
this includes clip art or images even if you have manipulated the 
original images into something new. 

Decide your own format, and create folios and page numbers for 
your spread. It may be designed in color or black and white. Include 
spot color if you wish. Write and place the titles. Use your choice of 
fonts and point sizes for all text elements in your spread.

SUBMITTING ENTRIES:
•All of the instructions for creating a PDF of your entry and 
uploading it into the contest system can be found at jea.org/
contests.

•Please read all of the instructions carefully.

•Entries must be uploaded by 6 p.m. CDT March 18, 2022.

•Do not wait until the last day! There are NO EXCEPTIONS for 
entries that do not meet the upload deadline.

•Use of clean layout and design elements 
relating to selected copy
•Impact, action or emotion in design
•Instructions adhered to
•Positioning of copy, title, art, photos and 
captions in relation to each other
•Use of current graphic trends

WHAT THE JUDGES 
WILL  LOOK FOR
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this is the museum pamphlet tucked into your pocket,
crinkled and crumpled at the edges
with forgotten exhibits and faded dates.
this is the museum for one,
for the man who called me an orient in 2019.

we have over 4 billion artifacts specially catered to your liking that
somehow were all made in China.
we have renamed our gems and stones to fit your tongue nicely,
so please touch the artifacts,
prod your fingers into the chinks of armor,
metal against metal like wheels against railroads,
but i guess that’s music to you.

in exhibit A, you’ll find my voice.
there’s a girl who said she liked my accent once,
and there’s you who likes my mouth for other things.

you will try to pronounce my last name.
it will fit uncomfortably in your mouth like it does in mine,
except only one of us knows what it means.
it’s you.

you like to replace my Chinese with Mandarin,
sweet and orange like the chicken,
turn to google translate tattoos like confucian analects
‘it means love and prosperity!’
it means fetishization and appropriation.

our voices will fight. it’ll feel like fire and war.
except i lose
because my words get stolen
and suddenly i’m five again
caught between two languages.

you’ll ask why asian poets only write about being asian
when it’s the basis of our first conversation.
yes, i am Chinese-American
yes, it’s impressive you can say Ni Hao
and, yes, i have been to the Great Wall.

you will ask me to translate your name into Chinese, no, Mandarin,
and i will ask you to please put my voice back.

my eyes are in exhibit B.
i hope you don’t confuse them with
Sallie’s or Janice’s or Jackie Chan’s or Scarlett Johanson’s.
i hope you don’t try to look for the answers to the universe
in a 16-year-old girl’s eyes.
i hope you don’t imagine them half-lidded in a dim room.

you’ll say “i like them. they’re shaped like cherry blossom petals”
and pull your own green eyes back as a laugh and
call us dirty, call us chinaman, call us snake,
slant-eyed and scaled and something you’d find on the ground,
pasted on handbags and posed on your arm like an ornament.

yes, we’re oriental.
in your eyes, we are art,
the worst kind of art.
MSG-slick, plastic china dolls that don’t breathe, don’t speak, don’t yell.
we are made in the east but destined for the west.
we’re exotic. we’re crazy rich asians or opium addicts,
fragile paintings instead of people.
we are short jokes and sex jokes and “go back to where you came from” jokes.
we are forgotten exhibits and faded dates.

but we’re also the kind of art that makes you bleed
if you run your fingers along the edges.
we are katana-cut, shattered porcelain,
gunpowder poetry, fire and war,
broken mirror shards, and when you look into them,
i will look just like you.
human.

museum for one
by Alexis Xiao
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Metamorphosis
by Katherine Oung

we, the children, are surprised only for a moment
when the wings erupt from the base of our scapulas
flesh and feather, but
there is nothing soft about them,
color of river-mud and adorned
with twenty-seven yellow-rimmed eyes,
wing finger bones like rows of pointed spears

before the first joint ruptured through,
our backs had been raw-red,
festering sores for years
even before we were born,
they gorged on the sliced open bellies of
red beasts
in 1979, a panel of scientists from 50 countries warns
that humans are causing a rise in global temperatures,
says “it is urgently necessary to act”

why didn’t they act?
were they so caught up in the feeding,
in guzzling oil slick and rubber fume,
to see the sky was on fire?
the locusts shrieked,
and the sunset swoll over
violet, violent as a uncleaned wound
in the flash flood, lightning sinks teeth into anything
tender
the harvest bears only barrels of spoiled wheat
in 2018, less than 12 months
after the US pulls out of the Paris Climate Agreement
the United Nations reports that we have
12 years before the catastrophe is irreversible

in our chosen future,
we are just teenagers
molted feathers at our feet
the earth has much beautiful time
and our whole lives are spilling out in front of us
like an oncoming stream

it’s not like we really believe
buying metal water bottles and beeswax wrap
will stop the world ending,
us children, call us bird-boned,
call us naive,
but here is the plan:
we paint protest signs after english class
steer sailboats across the atlantic’s rising seas
we scowl and seethe
sound our brass trumpets
we look straight in the eyes of our world leaders,
unflinching
and on the streets we scream

ART CREDITS: 
1. Hold On
Abby Charlton

2. Trashed 
Jack Weaver

3. Runaway  
Sonya Haney

4. Fall Mornings 
Christian Morales 

5. Pride 
Mina Dinh

6. No More
Rachel Kuperman

7. City
Bross Bouckaert

8. Climate Protest
Cece Daws

9. Portrait 
Eshwar Proffitt

10. Reflections 
Makayla Mejia

11. The Museum
Charles Graves
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Facing Fears
by Mackenzie Hayes
 

The time has come where I
can no longer run,

Facing my fears is what has to be done,

Not knowing the outcome of
how I will overcome,

The time has come where I
can no longer run.

Simple Pleasures
by Lybah Haque
 

Bitter green, and jasmine sweet
A gleaming light, the taste of peach.
Cherry lips and shattered gold
A soft blanket, a warm tight hold.
Black ink, an empty white page
A whisper of wind, a waiting stage.
Peacock feathers, and a rose that blooms
A dazzling smile that brightens the room.
Diamond crowns, a heart of brass
A porcelain cup, an hourglass.
The ocean’s blue, the morning sun
The crisp clean air when you go for a run.
Purple clouds, an orange sky
A clock that ticks, a kite that flies.
Candy drops, and paper planes
A sour lemon, or when it rains.
Children’s laughter, the moon at night
A red balloon, and carnival heights.
Fireworks and freshly baked goods
A crystal bead, the forest of Sherwood.
Graffiti brick walls, and dripping paint
A small cafe, quiet and quaint.
Ballet shoes, and holiday festivities
A mockingbird’s pure symphonies.
I look in the mirror and what do I see:
All of life’s luxuries looking back at me.

Sonnet Earth
by Sophia LaPalme

Jagged mountains and placid pebbled shores,  
Blue oceans and forests of swaying pines 
Barely describe your complex design. 
But, would bone-white coral describe you more?  
The oil-streaked sands that turtles explore?  
Or plastic-strewn beaches warmed by sunshine?  
Forests of skeletons, once swaying pines, 
Now a graveyard. Humanity at war.  
But, oil stains come out and trees regrow. 
Mermaids stop crying and the seas recede. 
We shall plant a tree for every grave, though, 
And walk to the rhythm of earth’s pleading. 
We will unbury beaches of white sand, 
But first wash the oil from our own hands.


